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CLASS REPRESENTATIVES 
 
             1953 – Volunteer Requested 
  
 
 
 

 
1954 – Betsy (Neff) Cote 
betsycote@Atlanticbb.net 
 
 

 
  1955 –  Volunteer Requested 

 
 
 
1956 – Edie (Williams) Wingate 
WingW@aol.com 
 
 

 
 

1957 –  Volunteer Requested  
 
 
 
 
 

 
1958 – Pat (Terpening) Owen 
nemoamasa@sbcglobal.net 
 
 

 
1959 – John “Mike” Hall 
MGHall446@gmail.com 
 
 
 

 
1960 – Ren Briggs 
rpbjr@frontiernet.net 
 
 
 
 
1961 – Betsy (Schley) Slepetz 
bslepetz@comcast.net 
 
 

 
 
1962 – Dona (Hale) Ritchie 
Dona.Ritchie@att.net
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_____________________________________________________________________________ 
 

A little reminder to all –if/when you change your email address, please let Pat Terpening 
nemoamasa@sbcglobal.net  or me know, if you want to continue to receive the newsletter. Too 
many times we only find out when you send us an email saying you haven’t received the 
newsletter in few months. Thanks, guys. 
_____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
 

 
Memories of Bushy Park       
 
 
Robert Harrold (60) maintains a Bushy Park website at 
BushyPark.org Among the things you can see at this website 
is a “Guestbook”, in which many website visitors have left 
comments. There are many entries, dating back to April 2007.   
Here is a direct link: Bushy Park Guest Book 
 
 

From: Craig Sams (61)  
 

Hi Pat, 
 

Here’s a bit of memoir. 
 

There was a connection between Bushy Park and Ealing Technical College that 
deserves further mention as it is part of the history of modern music.   

 

Tom Wright (’62) and “Cam” were on the same school bus as me that picked me up in Ealing 
and then headed down to Bushy Park.  On the bus they would be singing Mose Allison songs 
such as “Parchman Farm” or ‘Young Man.’  They were friendly with students at Ealing 
Technical College who included Michael English who went on to be half of Hapshash and the 
Coloured Coat a design team who did most of the posters for music events during the Summer 
of Love in 1967.  Another student there was Pete Townshend, who went on to form The 
Who.  Another was Ronnie Wood of the Faces and later the Rolling Stones.  Another was Freddy 
Mercury.  It was a creative environment.   Cam’s girlfriend was a design student there called 
Marika Pawley, so he and Tom became part of that network the year they graduated in 1962.  I 
had come back from my first year at Penn and joined the party.  Peter Juncker (mentioned 
earlier) also was part of the crowd.  The Flamingo Club in Soho in London was where Georgie 
Fame played.  He did great renditions of Mose Allison songs and other rhythm and blues 
numbers and Tom and Cam were regulars for their Friday night all-nighter sessions, which 
Pete and I also attended.  A lot of the people at the club were GIs from bases around 
London.   Tom’s dad was the science fiction writer ‘Keith Laumer’ who was also a USAF 
major.  When he moved to Florida my parents rented their house in Ealing which had a 3-acre 
garden? (It now is the site of 36 ’town houses’). 
 

The Ealing College crowd were fond of travelling to Ibiza and Formentera, islands in the 
Mediterranean accessible from Barcelona.  Cam and Marika were there in the summer of ’63 
and I traveled down with another student from Ealing, Sandy Cohen and we all stayed in 
Formentera, the island next to Ibiza.  Ibiza eventually became the home of the Balearic Beat 
and the dance scene, but it started from those early days.   Pete Townshend’s band was called 
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The High Numbers and we all went to see them at the Railway Hotel in Wealdstone, near 
Harrow.  That was their last gig before they reappeared as The Who at the Marquee Club in 
Soho.  It would be presumptuous to say that it was the impact of students from Bushy Park that 
helped propel students from Ealing College to fame and fortune but there is no question that 
both Cam and Tom had a strong influence on their musical tastes and that was reciprocated to 
some extent as well.  I continued to hang out with the Ealing College crew right up 
until 1967 and someone rang me recently to say that Pete Townshend had name checked me on 
a radio interview he did a few months ago.  Exciting times. 
 

I seem to remember that ‘Cam’ was “Cameron”, but whether it was his last name or first name 
I don’t recall. 
 

Craig Sams (61)  
 
 

### 
 
From: Jean Lack Griffing (59) 
 

Hi Bill, 
 

While sorting keepsakes, mostly pictures, I came across an envelope containing two letters from 
Wanda DeVary. First, I received a lengthy telephone call from her as she was searching for me 
along with other students from CHS-Bushy Park.  Apparently, this was early on in her quest to 
contact as many students and teachers as possible.  She mentions several names with Pat 
Terpening as one of her early contacts.  Apparently, others adopted the effort to locate people 
and somewhere along the way our newsletter started.  Perhaps others know more about that. 
She was enthusiastic and delighted with her efforts as well as how the project mushroomed 
through her efforts and the efforts of others. When she wrote the letters to me, she was in 
Brooksville, Florida.  If memory serves, I believe she is no longer with us except in our 
appreciation of the work she did to spearhead the movement.  Perhaps others know more.  If 
so, I would enjoy hearing from them at jeangriffing@carolina.rr.com. 
 

Again, thank you and Pat for your continued devotion to “Bushy Tales”.  It is a 
valuable resource. 
 

Jean Griffing ‘59 
 
 
 
Wanda Castor (60) DeVary 
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Letters to the Editor 
 

 
Dear Bill and Pat: 
  

Your newsletter is one of the few things that make me hug my age and I thank you both for your 
efforts. 
  

Thought it was time again for me to add some two cents. 
  

Covid19--being housebound is wearing thin for all of us, but boy does it allow time to clean out 
cupboards (towels breed at night under the sink and multiply) and get rid of excess paperwork 
(I have tax returns from 1980--think I still need them.  I have a file of "to be shred" almost my 
height.  The problem now is finding somebody strong enough to haul the bag downstairs. 
  

In the mix of sorting "keep or toss" I've been running across pictures when I was young and in 
high school.  Makes me afraid to go to the mirrors in my bathroom.  I wonder who is that 
wrinkled old woman in there??  How many of us worry about going to reunions for that 
reason?  I had made up my mind it no longer mattered and was going to try to catch a summer 
reunion.  So few would recognize me and since I rarely see anything in the newsletter that tells 
me any of my old "buddies" are alive, I've been reluctant.  I turned 76 last week and while to 
many of you I'm just a "pup" I feel ancient. 
  

When ya'll write about your parents, I am envious.  Mother and Daddy had just been home 
from Germany for five years, Daddy had retired from Air Force Strategic Air Command and 
both lived in my grandparents’ home in Haskell, OK, my home base and only an hour from 
where I lived in Oklahoma City.  I thoroughly enjoyed seeing them with my children, but again, 
as in any military life, they got a call to another station; they transferred over to the Eternal 
Station the year I turned 30.  I'm sure I missed some great years seeing them age and live without 
a suitcase packed. 
  

There is a great Facebook group called "You might be a military brat if".  Most of 
those that belong appear to be a generation younger than us but there is often fun 
stuff in the site. 
  

Ya'll stay in and safe. 
  

Susan Dalberg (Sue Miller ‘62) 
 
 

### 
 
 

From: Tony Taylor (58) 
 
Below is a lengthy article that Tony Taylor ’58 wrote for the United States Naval 
Academy alumni magazine, Shipmate. Tony wrote it in conjunction with his 
donating earlier this year an historic student desk from the 1870s to the Naval 
Academy Museum. This desk, the “Gleaves Desk,” is one of two desks that had been 

in his family since the early 1940s when Tony’s mother purchased them from an antique/junk 
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store in Annapolis, MD, and then gave one to him and the other to his older brother. A few years 
ago, Tony researched a name that had been carved into the wooden top of his Academy desk 
and discovered that it could only have been carved by a Midshipman Albert Gleaves from the 
Naval Academy class of 1877. The museum plans to have the desk on display this fall in time for 
the 175th anniversary of the founding of the Naval Academy. As you will read, Tony’s story is 
not only a story about the Gleaves Desk, but also a story of a young boy growing in Annapolis 
during WWII.  

*** 
 

Captain Anthony R. Taylor USNR (Ret.)  
USNA ’64  
 

The Gleaves Desk  
Academy Desks From the 1870s or Earlier  
 

“Yes, Ma’am, just turn the tops over and these desks are just as good as new for your boys.” Our 
mother was making her way through Sam Finkelstein’s on one of her days foraging through 
Finkelstein’s Store on the southeast corner of West Street and Old Solomon’s Island Road in 

Annapolis (the building still stands today as an 
antique store). This was in the early ‘40s and Sam had 
been selling furniture and antiques since the ‘20s 
(Sam died in 1985). What made Finkelstein’s so 
popular was that the Depression was beginning to 
wind down as the US entered WWII, but with so many 
affluent people having sold many pieces of fine 
furniture and valuables during the 30s meant that 
bargain hunters such as my mother were able to buy 
heirlooms at basement prices.  
 

But before Annapolis and Finkelstein’s Store, we were living in Portsmouth, NH, on the Day of 
Infamy: December 7th, 1941. As Pearl Harbor was being bombed, LCDR Arthur H. Taylor (’27) was 
fitting out USS Haddock (SS-231) for commissioning at the Portsmouth Navy Yard. By the middle 
of March 1942, my dad, the new skipper of one of the latest 
Fleet Submarines of the Gato Class, gave the command to take 
in all lines as HADDOCK backed away from the pier and got 
underway to join the War in the Pacific. For the better part of 
the next three years my dad was either on patrol sinking 
Japanese tonnage in the Far East, solving major problems with 
the errant Mk 14 torpedoes, or on assignment to 
COMSUBPAC, VADM Charles Lockwood (’12). In early 
1945 now-Capitan Taylor received orders to report to ADM 
William F. Halsey (’04), COMTHIRDFLT, aboard USS 
Missouri (BB-63) as an assistant chief of staff. During those 
closing days of the war aboard MISSOURI, my father not only 
witnessed a Kamikaze slamming into the starboard quarter of 
the ship, but more significantly he was a Member of the 
Surrender Party witnessing the signing of the surrender by 
Japan in Tokyo Bay 75 years ago this year. His final 
assignment before being detached was when he was ordered 
ashore by Admiral Halsey to locate and free all-American 
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submariners being held as POWs by the Japanese, including one of his Academy classmates, LCDR 
David Hurt.  
 

And so, it was on the Ides of March 1942 with Dad off to war, Marjorie Taylor took her two young 
sons, Pat (’55) and Tony (’64) to settle in Annapolis for the duration. They moved into a large brick 
house at the corner of Franklin and Cathedral St. just a block down from Church Circle. Many of 
Marjorie’s friends, “submarine widows,” had also settle in Annapolis with their children. Pat by then 
was attending elementary school, but 3-year-old Tony had few friends who lived nearby. However, 
there was one other boy who lived on the street; his name was Sonny. Sonny lived with his mother 
behind the AME Church near Church Circle. Sonny would often come down to our house to play in 
our big backyard as well as to help dig for worms in our Victory Garden. If we were lucky, the iceman 
with his horse-drawn wagon would stop by to deliver large blocks of ice for our kitchen icebox and 
would usually chip off a few slivers of ice for us to suck on on hot days. The last I heard; Sonny still 
lives in Annapolis.  
 

On those days when Mimi (everyone called our mother 
“Mimi”) needed to go shopping at the Navy Commissary 
across the Severn or to visit girlfriends whose husbands 
were on assignment at the Academy and living in 
quarters, I was allowed to play on Worden Field as long 
as there weren’t any P-rades or lacrosse practices in 
progress. But on the days when Mimi would say that she 
was going to poke around Finkelstein’s, I would beg to 
go along. Finkelstein’s was a fantastic place to explore – 
everything from a temple table from China to a walnut 
library table from New England were intermingled 
among the “junk” that fascinated my imaginative mind. 
Whether stuffed buffalo heads hanging high in the rafters 
or an old sailing boat just big enough for my dad and me 
to use once he came home from the war, I never tired of 
exploring. It was on one of these excursions when Mimi 
saw two old wooden school desks sitting in a corner. She 
asked Sam for the price; I believe that it was years later 
when Mimi told me that Sam told her that they were $10 
apiece. As the story goes, after a moment of hesitation, Sam then told her that she could have both for 
$10 since the tops of the desks had been defaced with carved initials, graffiti-like objects, and just 
gouges dug deep into the wood. Other than that, they seemed to be pretty sturdy with their cast iron 
legs. After some further hesitation, Sam then suggested that if she unscrewed the desktops and turn 
them over, the desks should look just as good as new. And then Sam added “Oh, by the way, I got 
these from the Naval Academy where they had been used as classroom desks for the midshipmen.” 
That clinched the deal! Pat and I now had our first pieces of furniture that we could really call our 
own. We didn’t care if the undersides of the desktops were all “carved-up,” we had our own Naval 
Academy desks... desks that over the years became inspirational to our wanting to become 
midshipmen one day just like our dad had been, and just like the mids whom we would frequently see 
either marching to class or strolling along Maryland Ave. on liberty. Even at a very early age I knew 
that I wanted to go to Annapolis someday and then become a submariner just like Dad, so I did not 
mind those days when I was left pretty much on my own playing on that big Navy parade field.  
 

It was on one of those days when I was almost five that another story became a family legend; it all 
began when Mimi had left me in care of one of her friends who lived in quarters overlooking Worden 
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Field while she made a commissary-run. As Mimi would tell it, she had just returned from the 
commissary and was cruising slowly along Upshur Rd. looking for me knowing that I would most 
likely be playing on Worden Field; one of my favorite pastimes was searching for lost lacrosse balls. 
At first, she did not see me, but then under a large shade tree near the pass-and- review stands she saw 

me sitting with a group of workmen apparently 
sharing their sandwiches. With a smile she 
proceeded down to her friend’s quarters and went 
in to say that she was ready to take Tony home: “I 
just saw Tony sitting under a tree with a group of 
Public Works men and sharing in their lunch.” At 
first her friend responded by asking why my mother 
thought they were Public Works men. “Oh, they all 
had large ‘PW’ letters sewn on their backs.” With 
a loud laugh her friend said “Those weren’t Public 
Works men; they were German POWs who are here 
to act as grounds keepers since there is a shortage 
of manpower for maintenance jobs! The ‘PW’ 
letters are what they use to identify POWs, and 
there is always a security guard with them. From 
what  I hear, the Germans love this work and the 

sense of freedom while doing something that they enjoy. I understand that some of the POWs have 
told their guards that once the war is over, they want to stay in America.” The story behind this story 
is that Fort Meade was a major POW camp in Maryland and that the Army would assign the prisoners 
to numerous mini- camps around the state to pick farm produce and employ them to work in 
construction as well as in various menial jobs. Apparently one of these mini- camps was located at 
the Naval Station just down the road from the commissary. The prisoners were even paid a minimal 
amount of money (80 cents per day) in the form of script that they could use to buy candy or sundries 
and would be allowed to exchange the script for cash once the war was over. This was in agreement 
with the Geneva Convention that states that soldiers who are in a POW status are authorized payment 
of 50% of the worldwide average per diem rate for each day held in captive status.  
 

I was already five when the mids at the Naval Academy went berserk! It was VJ Day and the war was 
over. I can still remember my mother taking me to Tecumseh Court to watch the biggest bonfire I 
could ever imagine and to listen to all of the whooping and hollering and the bells ringing, especially 
the Japanese Bell that cracked while being rung long and hard on that memorable August night when 
it was announced that the Japanese had surrendered.  
 

After escorting his good friend and classmate, Dave Hurt, to his home and family, our dad finally 
came home to his family in Annapolis. After some very well-deserved leave, Dad received orders to 
report to the Chief of Naval Operations, Fleet Admiral Ernest King (’01), at the old Main Navy 
Building on the Mall in Washington DC. In less than two years he was reassigned to Pearl Harbor as 
a submarine division commander, the same place where he had spent most of the war years, but this 
time the whole family was able to go to Hawaii with him. We lived in quarters in Makalapa 
overlooking the Naval Base, and it was while living there that I had my first job at the age of 10. It 
was a newspaper route but a route like no other. Every afternoon I would pick up a stack of 
newspapers, enter the gate to the base, and proceed to board every ship in port to sell newspapers.: 
(bosun pipe call) “Now hear this, newspapers are now on sale on the quarterdeck!” Battleships, 
cruisers, carriers, destroyers, subs, and even tugboats... what a job!  
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But now let’s get back to the rest of the story. The Naval Academy desks that our mother bought from 
Sam Finkelstein’s have remained in the family for over 75 years. Sometime during the intervening 
years Pat and I have each turned the desktops over again so as to expose the initials and other carvings. 

More often than not we have used the desks 
as occasional tables in our homes. Then a 
few years ago I was curious about what 
appeared to be a name carved into the top of 
my desk. I could make out what seemed to 
be “G l e a v e s,” so I decided to check the 
Naval Academy Alumni Association 
directory to see if there had ever been a 
midshipman by the name of “Gleaves.” Yes, 
there was one Gleaves who attended the 
Academy: Admiral Albert Gleaves, Class of 
1877. 
 

Albert Gleaves was born on 1 January 1858 
in Nashville, TN, and was graduated from 
the Naval Academy in 1877. After serving in 

Hartford and Trenton, he was appointed an ensign in 1881. He was assigned to many ships and stations 
during his career including commanding USS Cushing (Torpedo Boat No. 1) during the Spanish-
American War and later aboard USS North Dakota (BB-29). He was promoted to rear admiral in1915 
and commanded the Cruiser and Transport Force in World 
War I. For his outstanding contribution he was awarded 
the Army and Navy Distinguished Service Medals. In 
1919, Albert Gleaves was promoted to admiral. After a 
most distinguished career, Admiral Gleaves retired in 
1921.  
 

Earlier this year I donated the “Gleaves Desk” to the US 
Naval Academy Museum where it will be at home after its 
many years being moved from Annapolis to various duty 
stations from Pearl Harbor to London since entering the 
Taylor Family over 75 years ago.  
 

In 1845 the Naval Academy opened with 50 midshipman 
students and seven professors, so who knows how many 
years since it was last used by midshipmen. Theoretically 
the Gleaves Desk could have been one of those first desks 
put in place at Fort Severn at the direction of the Secretary 
of the Navy George Bancroft 175 years ago. By the time 
that Albert Gleaves graduated in 1877, there were 
approximately 378 midshipmen at the Academy; of those 
93 were in his graduating class. It is expected that the Gleaves Desk will be on display at the museum 
by this October as a part of honoring the founding of the United States Naval Academy on 10 October 
1845.  
 
 

### 
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From: Herbert A. Chip Delap (62) 
 

Jim Roberts' comments in the March 2020 issue of Bushy Tales that the 
C-141 transport aircraft is his "all time" favorite among the aircraft he flew gave 
me some pause to consider a different point of view. 
 

Although I exited the rear jump doors in a C-141 several times, the C- 
141 is not my personal preference for "mass military" jumps. 

 

From the perspective of exiting an aircraft while in flight, by means of a 
parachute, each aircraft, be it a C-119, C-47, C-130, C-141 or a helicopter, has its own 
individual characteristic. Unless one is mindful of those differences, rather unpleasant, 
if not a little frightening, results can be encountered by the parachutist. 

 

The C-141 is a large high wing, four engine jet aircraft. The other planes 
identified above are propeller driven. And, unlike a C-47 or a C-130, the C-141 has more 
of a square or box-like fuselage. Because the inboard jet engine is rather close to the rear 
jump door, when the door is opened, a perforated "blast" shield is extended, at a 45-
degree angle, in front of the jump door to reduce the jet exhaust turbulence. 

 

For a C-47 or C-130 jump, because each of the aircraft have more of a circular 
fuselage, the "exit" technique is a "vigorous" jump as far out as possible from the jump 
door so a person does not hit the rear door frame or the side of the aircraft on the way out. 
Do not use that technique in a C-141. If you do you will end up in the inboard engine jet 
exhaust. The consequences are likely to be that your helmet or other equipment could be 
blown off. Worse yet, the parachute canopy might be inverted by the jet exhaust 
resulting in only a partially deployed canopy. Landing that rig is more than a little 
challenging. 

 

The solution to successfully exit a C-141 is to take advantage of the jet exhaust. You 
shuffle to the jump door in the line of all the other jumpers exiting through that door. 
When you come to the jump door, remain parallel to the blast shield, place your foot on the 
jump plate at the bottom of the jump door, and give a "bunny hop" (as they say in the 
"trade"). The speed of the aircraft and the inboard jet exhaust will then simply suck you 
out the door. Nice exit. 

 

    An example of the complications encountered when using a C-141 as a means to 
deliver a "mass jump" was a March 1971 U.S. Strike Command Operation in which 850 
troopers of the 2nd Battalion, 504th Parachute Infantry Regiment, First Brigade, 82nd 
Airborne Division flew from Ft. Bragg, North Carolina to Korea to participate in a 10-day 
joint operation with the Korean Marines and the Korean Special Forces south of Seoul and 
north of Osan AFB. 
 

We left Pope AFB next to Ft. Bragg in eleven C-141's direct to Elmendorf AFB, 
Alaska. Six or eight hours later we stopped there for an hour or so to refuel. The original 
plan was to rig up for the jump during the flight from Alaska to Korea. Arriving over the 
drop zone at 08:00 a.m. local time for the jump. As we were flying from Alaska, sometime in 
the early morning hours, we got a radio communication that the drop zone in Korea was 
under water due to a large rainstorm. So, we diverted to Okinawa, arriving around 05:30 
a.m. local time. We were stuck there for 36 hours. This provided lots of extra fun time for 
drills and sustained "airborne" training to practice the drop and assembly. 
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We got ready for another 08:00 a.m. operation but the drop time was adjusted so that 
General Park Chung-hee, the then president of Korea, could see the jump. No matter, off we 
went. 

 

Ground conditions were still not that great - wind blowing and the ground frozen 
from all the rain. Our airplane was number five or six in the line of C-141's heading into the 
drop zone. 

 

I was the second in line at the left jump door (facing the rear) after the man carrying 
the equipment bag with automatic weapons. My RTO was behind me with the 20 or 25 people 
in my platoon lined up behind him. 

 

As a guesstimate, the aircraft drop speed for a parachute delivery and the stall speed 
for a C-141 to stay in the air must be within 5 knots of each other. As our aircraft approached 
the computed air release point (CARP) for the green light, our pilot started slowing down as 
the other 4 or 5 planes in front of us started slowing down. Ultimately, he ran out of air space 
and air speed with the plane in front of him. There was no choice but to get out of formation. 

 

Our plane turned violently, at about a 45-degree angle to the other airplanes 
approaching the drop zone and hit the jet wash of the plane in front. We then dipped first 30 
or 40 degrees to the left, and then the right. This threw the man in the right door out and 
then the man with the large equipment load in front of me out. The green light went on. I 
managed to get out the door as the plane continued to bounce around in the turbulence 
of the other C-141's. 

 

Once my parachute opened, a quick glance at the deployed canopies of the people 
now landing confirmed that the wind was indeed blowing. For some reason, a "backward 
parachute landing fall" was my career specialty, particularly for a jump with 60 or so 
extra pounds of gear strapped under my reserve chute. With the wind and the 
equipment, I went backward into the corner of a frozen rice paddy. Impact. Out cold. 
My M-16, inside a padded equipment case on my right side, snapped in half at the pistol 
grip. 

 

Once I gained some orientation, I was lying on my back. I realized that the risers 
from the canopy were under all of my equipment and the parachute canopy was behind my 
head and on the other side of the rice paddy dike. Each time the wind would blow, the 
canopy would inflate and pull up the risers driving the equipment up into my face. 

 

After a few futile attempts to pull the risers and suspension lines to stop the canopy 
from inflating with the wind, I began trying to pull my right leg up to reach my boot knife 
to cut my way out. Just then a PFC from the 2nd Division, the unit permanently stationed 
in Korea, and part of the drop zone safety crew, came strolling along. He said: "gee sir, 
can I help you?" My response was .... "yea, jump on that (blank) (blank) parachute. 

 

As it turned out, I was the only one of my guys to reach the drop zone. Of those who 
did make it out of the plane, one landed in a tree where several high-ranking Korean 
officers helped him down; another went through the roof of a hooch; a third landed in a pig 
sty, etc., etc. Because our C-141 continued its violent maneuvers, avoiding the jet wash of 
other planes, my first squad leader, who was in the middle of our group, fell down and 
never made it to the door. The rest just piled on top of him, including my platoon 
sergeant. As a result, when we assembled on the ground at our designated drop zone 
marker, I had eleven people, not 20 plus. Those lucky SOB's, who never made it to the 
door, went back to Okinawa and spent ten days lounging in the NCO Club. The rest of 
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us spent our ten days slogging through muddy rice paddies during the day and freezing 
our tails off at night. 

There is no moral to this story, except to observe that the inherent characteristics 
of "mass airborne" operations almost always result in a toss-up between totally confusing 
the opposition or, completely disorienting yourself. As to a choice of aircraft, nothing 
personal, but I pick a C-130. 

 
 
 
 
• LOADING C-141 AT POPE AFB 

 

 

 

 

 

• OUT THE WINDOW 
• APPROACHING THE DROP ZONE 

 
 
 
 
 
 

• JUMP DOOR OPEN C-141 
• BLAST DEFLECTOR AT RIGHT 
• OUT BOARD JET ENGINE
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• GOOD EXIT 
• JUMPER BELOW LEFT 
• TOO MANY INFLATED CANOPIES ON DROP 

ZONE 
• VERY WINDY 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
• ON THE WAY DOWN 
• LAST TWO PLANES ON THE WAY IN  
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
• LANDING ZONE – RICE PADDY 
• STILL FROZEN 
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• DRUG DEALER IN OUR PERIMETER 
• SELLING “HAPPY SMOKE” 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
• LEADERSHIP 
• THREATENING DRUG DEALER 
      WITH BAYONET 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

• MY FAVORITE 
• JUMP DOOR OF C-130 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
--FINIS-- 

 


